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Preface 

 
 I  First, thanks for buying this machine.The purpose for this machine are improved production efficiency. It is easy 

for you to master the operation following the operation manual, safety and maintenance instruction. 

To protect the machines’ safety and stable, please read the instruction carefully before operating. Any problem from the 

undeserved operation, we will not bear the liability to guarantee. 

Please check the machine size, packed spare parts and any damage during the transportation when 
you received it; if found the damage and shortage, please contact with you local dealer. 

Safety Regulations: 
1, The tools not allowed putting on the machine when keep in repair and maintenance. 
2, Keep the cutter sharp. 
3, Please don’t use hand clearing the filings when the machine is running. 
4, Please check the workpiece clamped well before the machine running. 
5, This machine is just used for wood workpiece; be sure not to process other material workpiece. 
6, Please don’t leave the machine when it is working. If leave or finished the operation, cut-off the 

power, after the machine completely stop then can leave. 
7, It is now allowed wear loosen clothes, glove and decorations. 
8, Please don’t bend down to check the situation during machine running, in order to avoid harm the 

eyes. 
9, The cutter must be locked after changing the cutter. 
10, The hands are not allowed to close to rotate cutter and lean against the working table. 
11, It is not allowed adjusting the workpiece when cutter is working. Stop the machine first, then 

execute. 
12, The machine should be ground connection to avoid the hurt. 

II  Technical data 
1, Name plate and serial number statement 
2, Technical data 

 
MODEL CNC-500
INSTALLED POWER 
      X-AXIS 
      Y-AXIS 
      Spindle motor  

 
750W 
750W 
1100W 
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TOTAL INSTALLED POWER 3100W APPROX 
DUST EXTRACTION HOODS 1XΦ100MM 
DUST EXTRACTION RATE 25-30m/sec 
extraction air consumption Min 1500cm/hr 
WORKING PRESSURE 5-6BAR 
BIT ROTATION 17400RPM 
BIT SHANK  ER25 COLLETT Φ12.7MM (1/2’) 
TENON DIMENSIONS 
(VARIABLE,IN FUNCTION TO THE SIZE 
OF TOOL USED) 
        TENON WIDTH  
        TENON DEPTH 
        TENON Thickness 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CNC 
        Motion Coordinators MODEL 

           POWER SUPPLY 

           DISPLAY 

 
TRIO MC403(www.triomotion.com) 
DC 24V 
HMI  DC 24V 

AXIS MOVEMENTS 2 X brh motors 
Processing tenon model A、B、C、D、E、F、G、H 
  
  
 
MACHINABLE TENON SAMPLE 

 
III  Outer wire connection and starting up steps:  

 

 
Attention: 
Five wires must be connected relevant phase sequence. 

External power     Machine side               
Red（L1）                （R phase） 
Green（L2）                （S phase） 
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Yellow（L3）                （T phase） 
Blue（MP）                （N neutral line） 
Olivin（PE）                （FG earth wire） 

When phase sequence is error, the control system adopts the phase sequence protector and machine will not work. 

3.1 Preparation work 
A, Discharge all kinds of transportation positioning fixing device. 

B, Put throught the air source to guarantee the air pressure not less than 0.6MPa, or the machine will work abnormal 

and damage the machine and cutter. 

C, Loosen emergency stop switch; the power will connect. 

D, Press return to origin and the machine will return to origin. 

E, press main axis open to let the main axis running. After confirming the cutter rotation direction same as mark and 

without abnormal situation, then can install cutter for work. 

3.2 Input parameter 
  Choose the processed tenon shape, correct cutter; input required parameter, data; Clicking starting up, 

the machine will begin to work. Clicking stop button, the machine will finish current circle then stop the 

work and the main axis will stop running. (After one circle working, the counter will add one; when the 

counter equals to the setting data, the machine stopped the work)  

3.3 Attention matters 
  A, Please press 【return to origin 】to make the machine reset when the machine stops and restart 

again in abnormal situation. 

B, When set value equals to the count value, the machine will not work. It must be clear to 0, then can 

work. 

3.4 Checking whether need to add lubrication oil. Pull the injection oil handle and come-up to inject oil. 

Ⅳ（Exploded Views） 

 Ⅴ Safty attention matters in transportation 

 Ⅵ Usage and Maintenance 
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6.1 Human-machine interface operation instruction: 
When power on, the machine will display the following interface: 

 

 
Clicking 【X return to origin】, the cutter return to the landscape initial position.(When man face the machine 

interface, it will return to the right hand) 

Clicking 【Y return to origin】, the cutter return to the longitudinal initial position.(When man face the machine 

interface, it will be far way work table) 

Clicking 【XY return to origin】，the cutter will return to landscape and longitudinal initial position. 

Clicking 【main axis】，the main axis begin to turn. 

Clicking 【single circle】，the interface will appear 【multi-cycles】and will continue working. The machine will 

work for one cycle and stop when press 【multi-cycles】again. 

Clicking 【automatic operation】，it will change to relevant process page. 
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6.2  Swallow tail tenon process interface: 

 
Share the parameter (show character) instruction: 

X coordinate and Y coordinate: show the current distance between cutter and origin position. 

Speed setting: artfactitious vector line speed 

Preinstall output: output indicates the advanced setting count value. 

Actual output: the machine opened the circle amount (one circle finished, increase one number). When 

the actual output equals to the preinstall output, the machine will stop work and must clear up the output 

to 0. 

Grooving depth: When grooving depth is greater than 0,the cutter will track straight line quire then 

rework swallow tenon.  

Initial position fine adjustment X: adjust the distance between tenon to material edge. 

Initial position fine adjustment Y: adjust distance between tenon to backup plate portrait position. 

Enlarge this date，tenon will lessen and tongue groove transfer deep; otherwise decrease.  

Unloading device fine adjustment: When process the second workpiece, adjust the next workpiece 
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tenon distance and material edge distance. 
According to choose swallow tenon, Straight tenon and tenon, Straight tenon mother tenon, long-round 
tenon and waist tenon, the machine will process relevant products. To avoid misoperation, the products 
choosing button will disappear when the machine enter working situation. 
 

Matters need attention when swallow tail work： 

1, Please use swallow tail, adjust the needing cutter height and input the measured tenon height. Input the 

cutter angle and diameter according to the cutter nameplate. (Skill: enlarge cutter end diameter  

2, First put the erect board, and then put the thwart board, clamped; thwart board and erect board 

staggered 1/2 tenon distance (according to adjust the iron backup board) 

3, Tenon distance should be greater than 2 multiply (cutter end diameter-Tan(cutter angle)*tenon height) 

4,The distance between two erect baffle plate should be equal to design width. Such as CNC-500, the 

distance between two erect baffle plates should be 500mm; CNC-900 should be 900mm. If the distance 

is not correct, the left and right work stations processed products will not align at the two end edge. 

Under satisfy the two baffle plate distance condition, you can adjust the down station parameter to 

change the distance between below station tenon to the edge. 
5， When the mortise and tenon coordination and appear intaglio, adjust initial position Y to smaller 
data or negative number; otherwise, when it is bulge, adjust the initial position Y to smaller data. When it 
begin to process the second workpiece, adjust the distance between next workpiece tenon to the material 
edge. 
6, When the mortise and tenon coordination same level, but the tenon is less than mortise tail, usually the 
reason is that the cutter diameter is different from the actual diameter. 
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6.3 Clicking straight tenon will appear the following interface: 

 
1, Process tenon using back chipping straight cutter and put material vertical direction. Process the 
mortise and tenon separately.  
2, The angle is process the mortise swallow tail angle. The width for the larger end usually less than the 
large tongue width 0.5mm 
3, Routing selection: This machine will supply 3 cutter routing selection (0, 1, and 2) and the system 
default setting is 1. This 3 cutter routing finish machining is to process special craft, too soft and too 
hard material, reduce the burr and raw edges by reducing the single cutter and different feeding cutter 
and recede cutter. 
4, The following parameter must be same as straight tenon and mortise tenon: tenon distance, initial 
position fine adjustment X.  
5, The initial position micro-adjustment finger the distance between the larger end and the wood (the 
distance between trapezoid bottom and the wood edge) 
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6.4 Clicking straight tenon will appear the following interface: 

 
1, please use the swallow tail to process the tenon and tenon distance must be greater than the cutter 
crest diameter as well. (The cutter diameter is the cutter’s max diameter) 
2, Put the material in vertical direction 
3, Initial position fine adjustment X for tenon distance need to set the same number as straight tenon 
and mortise tenon. 
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6.5 Clicking long-round tenon will enter long-round tenon process interface: 

 
1, According to choose processing tenon and mortise tenon, process them separately; put the tenon to 

vertical direction and mortise landscape direction. 
2, when parameter tenon width ﹥board width, the mortise is groove 
3, The cutter diameter is the end diameter and angle default angle is 9°(when change the cutter, please 

putin the data from the cutter nameplate) 
Swage control 
When machine is processing, it will judge the material clamped or not from the swage cylinder magnetic 

switch. Clamped well, the Indicator Lights Up and machine begin to work. When the working mode is 
linkage, the control system judge whether the singal change and begin to work if changed. 
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6.6 Clicking waist tenon will enter the following inerface: 
 

 
1, It is according to choose the squre tenon and round tenon to change the semi-circle on the both ends. 
2, Choosing squre tenon, tenon width equals to tenon thickness, the tenon is squre. Choosing round tenon, tenon equals 

to tenon thickness, the tenon is round. When the tenon width >tenon thickness, the tenon is ellipse. 
3, On the basis of needing, input the angle data(the center is cross point of tenon diagonal line) 
4, If the parameter is not correct, the machine appear routing error. 
5，This artwork is Single-blade a knife finishing. When some place is not finished, please change the big cutter to solve 
this problem. 
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6.7 Clilking irregular tenon enter: 

 
1, Process the irregular tenon using clear straight cutter, and put material vertical direction. Process the 
mortise and tenon separately.  
2, The angle is process the mortise swallow tail angle. The width for the larger end usually less than the 
large tongue width 0.5mm 
3, Routing selection: This machine will supply 3 cutter routing selection (0, 1, and 2) and the system 
default setting is 1. This 3 cutter routing finish machining is to process special craft, too soft and too 
hard material, reduce the burr and raw edges by reducing the single cutter and different feeding cutter 
and recede cutter. 
4, The following parameter must be same as straight tenon and mortise tenon: tenon distance, initial 
position fine adjustment X, interspace, tenon quantity and mortise tenon quantity.  
5, The initial position micro-adjustment finger the distance between the larger end and the wood (the 
distance between trapezoid bottom and the wood edge) 
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6.8 Clicking irregular mortise enter: 

 
1, Process the mortise using swallow tail, and tenon distance must be greater than the cutter crest 
diameter as well. (The cutter diameter is the cutter’s max diameter) 
2, Put the material in vertical direction 
3, Initial position fine adjustment X for tenon distance need to set the same number as straight tenon 
and mortise tenon. 
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6.9 Maintenance Notice 
   1, Please clear up the filings sundries, especially the guide moving surface; clear up the dust and 

wood filings in the ele-box. 
2, Inject the lubrication oil every day( the oil pump on the left of the machine) 

3, Don’t put sundries on the machine to avoid damage the machine. 

 

 

6.10 SERVO 
If a fault is detected on the servo drive or motor a corresponding fault code will be shown on the drive's 
LED display. Fault codes can also be transmitted via communication, see P0-01 and 
P4-00 ~ P4-04 for display on controller or HMI. 
Fault Messages Table 
Servo Drive Fault Messages 
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Potential Cause and Corrective Actions 
  Servo Drive Fault Messages 
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        Packing List 

 CNC-500 
NO. Part Name QTY Remarks 

1 Main Body 1set  

2 Swallow tail 1pc 5/8 ¢15.8mm 

3 Straight cutter 1pc 3/8 ¢9.525mm 

4 Socket head wrench 1set  

5 Oil-water separator 1set  

6 Air gun 1pc  

7 Open spanner 24-27 1pc  

8 Open spanner 14-17 1pc  

9 Hook spanner 1pc  

10 Operation manual 1pc  

11 Packing list 1pc  

12 Tool box 1pc  

13 Certificate of conformity 1pc  

Packing list checker：                 Year     Month     Day 
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CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY 

 

CNC-500 
Date of survey：                YEAR      MONTH       DAY 

No. INPECTION ITEM  

1 The flatness for working table Ok 

2 
Main axis radial direction 

bounce 
Ok 

3 
Main axis end face circle 

bounce 
Ok 

4 
the straightness for the guide 

rail 
Ok 

5   

6   

7   

Inspector：                   Inspection chief： 
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